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In view of the critical nature of these negotiations, the staff of the
Inc. Press Inc. has decided to devote this issue almost entirely to the
presentation and discussion of the two proposed contracts, the process of
negotiation, the union and other relevant issues. On the following pages
you will find headings identifying the major issues being discussed. Under
each heading we have given a brief explanation of the issue, pertinent passages,
selected from the contracts and a series of quotes exerpted from interviews
we have had with the major people involved.

Unionization -IM egot iation -M ediation
Towards the end of 1977, faculty members decided that the only way
to deal with the lack of communication with the administration was to
establish themselves as a legal bargaining unit. President Hall refused
recognition on February 20, 1978, on the basis that there had been no
vote to substantiate the new position. The RISD faculty association
(the official name of the bargaining unit) was accepted on April 26, 1978
when the faculty voted 66 to 12 in favor of unionization. The Association
includes full time faculty, professional librarians and department heads,
but excludes part-time faculty (since none of the same contracts, fringe
benefits, commitee responsibilities , etc. apply to them), temporary
faculty, division chairmen, Deans, adjuncts, guards or administration.
A negotiating team was formed and drafted its contract proposal
(available at the library). Ground rules were discussed at the June 8
meeting (closed to all but stated negotiation team members). Since the
administration would meet only two hours per week, meetings were held
on June 23, July 18, Aug. 15, 16,and 30. A few small points were agreed
upon, but almost all faculty proposals were rejected, and a counter proposal offered by the administration (also available in the library)
decidedly opposed the faculty position.
On Sept. 5 the Faculty Association voted to wait thirty days if
no significant changes were made to call in Federal mediation. The first
mediation session was held in November, and no agreements were made.
Since then there have been no mediation sessions, this attributed to the
preoccupation of the Federal Mediator, there being only 2 in the state of
Rhode Island.

QUOTES:
"Lee H all:

Expressed a negative feeling towards faculty unionization, and that
"in an institution such as ours", there should have been another approach
to negotiation, other than the extremes of unionization and Federal Med
iation. She alluded to a collegial atmosphere and method which had proven
successful in the past.
0. Asked about the long delay of mediation , Pres. Hall replied:
A. "I don't know why mediation hasr#t proc eeded, it seems to me unusual,
hut I am a rank amateur at this...strangers do it for us and we live by
what they decide".
Q. Questioned as to why interested students and faculty were not allowed
to attend negotiations, she answered:
A. "Totally inapproppriate."
Q. We asked if the negotiation timetable is flexible and if there is
time to work with before a breaking point. She answered:
A. "There is always time among human beings."
Derek Bradford:
Q. Why has mediation been delayed?
A. I don t know of any other reason(besides the preoccupation of the
Federal Mediator). Negotiations are in the hands of the Federal Mediator
and its his responsibility to call the meeting. He has not done so. I
assume he has reasons. I imagine that he has been involved in some more
critical issues in the state.
Q. Are all full time faculty by necessity union members?
A. Not all are union members, the vast majority are...if the strike is
called we would expect all members of the union would obey that strike."
Comment: "If the negotiations are anything to go by, there is an un
willingness on the part of the administration to make counter proposals,
and to deal constructively with certain issues. You see, a union does
not exist in a sense because the members want it. You know the history of
this place, there have been several efforts to unionize in the past. The
American Federation of teachers tried and they lost two to one. Faculty
have always been known for and accepted as a bunch of individuals, never
could one get some sort of consensus of opinion, least of all an organized
labor organization. Well,the next time the issue came up for vote, the
faculty voted 5 to 1 in favor; now thats a radical shift. Faculties dortt
make unions, administrations make unions."
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cannot read our proposal as meaning what we absolutely want. Re
member when you read our proposal that there Is a certain ammount of

overstatement built into it. In many cases, however, we made our demands
minimal in the hopes that it would,cut down the time necessary to make
a contract. As you can see, we were very naiive about that. We had
really hoped when we starfeedi_inJ3une, that we'd have a contract before
school started in September. It's now January and we've only had 15
negotiation sessions in all of this time, and we're probably no closer
to a contract then the day we started.
1. Would you say that negotiations are being stalled as a direct action
of the Administration?
A. "All I can say is that every time we've called the chief negotiator
for the Administration and asked for further negotiation, he has put us
off with promises and avoidances. If the Federal Mediator doesrft have
time to handle us, we're quite willing to go back to straight negotiation
with the Administration."
Q'. D oes the Administration know that?
A. "Yes."

Issues being Negotiated
Governance of the Institution
The administration states in its proposal that it has final say on
all governance issues, with an advisory function allotted to the faculty
through the committees. Whereas the faculty asserts that it have direct
input into institution management above and beyond its current advisory
status.
Here we detail, with direct excerpts from both contracts, both the
administrative and faculty stances:

\
GOVERNANCE - ADMINISTRATION
(a) All management functions and responsibilities whether or not exer
cised by the Employer prior to the execution of this Agreement are
reserved exclusively to the Employer.
(b) The management rights referred to in (a) above shall include, but
J1"1*** to' the rl8ht* to hire direct, assign duties and schedule
the Employees; to plan, direct, and control operations and the use of
facilities; to modify, discontinue, eliminate, institute, reorganize or
combine Any departments, curriculum, academic program or operation; to
promulgate reasonable rules and regulations; to Introduce new or improved
techniques, methods or facilities regardless of whether the new and im
proved techniques, methods or facilities cause a reduction in the number
of Employees; to determine rank; to discharge, suspend or otherwise
discipline Employees.
GOVERNANCE - FACULTY

Preamble:
that the faculty has the primary responsibility
for such fundamental areas as curriculum, subject matter and methods of
Instruction, research, faculty status, and those aspects of student life
which relate to the educational process..
lt

r^ognized

bilit:vaCUrM.81tatr/ad relf6d Batte" are Partly a faculty responsioiiity. this Includes appointments, re-appointments, decisions not to
the ?r*ntln« of tenure and dismissal. The Board of
Trustees and the President should, on questions of faculty status, as in
other matters where the faculty has primary responsibility, concur with
faculty judgement except in rare instances and for compelling reasons
which should be stated in detail.
Art. II, Sec. E
The Trustees recognize the Association's right to have access to
Information relative to, but not limited to, budget requests and author
ization, audits, staffing projections, register of professional personnel,
names and addresses and position on the salary scale of all members of
the bargaining unit, and agenda and minutes of all Trustees' meetings.
Art. V, Sec. A, Item 4
Faculty in the bargaining unit of each division shall determine the
minimum and maximum size of classes taught within the Division.
Art. X
A.

No permanent employee may be dismissed without just cause.

Art. XII'
A. Retrenchment shall occur only as a result of (1) institutional
financial emergency or (2) program curtailment.
(1) Institutional financial emergency ip understood to mean, in
terms of this agreement, a condition in which the college financial
situation is critical.
(2) Program curtailment is understood to mean, in terms of this
agreement, a decline in enrollment within an area to the point that the
average student enrollment per section falls below eight (8).
B. Institutional Financial Emergency: By March 1, (1979)-(1980), the
Budget Committee, according to presently established practice, will
report the average FTE student enrollment year (78-79) - (
79-80). (FTE
student shall mean the total number of full-time students plus a pro
rated FTE figure for part-time day students.)
(1) If the average enrollment is 1300 or greater, no layoffs will
occur.
(2) If the average enrollment is less than 1300, one MBU position
may be retrenched for every 24 students below 1300.
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QUOTES ON GOVERNANCE!
Lee Hall:
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a
"tt
i V or8anization and cohesiveness?
A. Until now there has essentially been a tradition of anarchy
however the world changed underneath us", new financial problems out
moded the old system. "Trade-off" is now the key word between admini
stration and faculty, although this term would have never been necessary
in the schools' wealthier years. There is a gap between the faculty
budget proposal and the available funds. "I dont want to simply let
tuition rise to close that gap."
Q. Whv do administrators chair most of the faculty committees?
A. "That system was here long before I was, it is not necessarily graven
in stone, and it cannot be considered the only alternative." The admini
strators had to insure the fulfillment of their responsibilities. They
took over in the committees where the faculty left a vacuum.
Comment: "We have to ask, how effective is education at RISD, and the
question has to be addressed to someone. When I arrived, I addressed it
to the faculty, who should be responsive, cooperative and honest. I
was told, get back up the hill, everything's working fine, its none of
your business...I have to be able to get in and ask questions."
Hall said that in response to the new room numbering system in the
college building she was called a "Gestapo Administrator". "That's fairly

indicative', she said "of what I would call an infantile attitude."
Q. What information does the faculty have access to?
A. The treasurer annual report is public.'-' The faculty receive a departmental
budget stating allocations for materials, visiting artists funds, etc. Each
faculty member has access to his or her personal file. The course evaluations
were also made available to them. "Those evaluations comprise in my.mind ,
a very important source of information."
Derek Bradford
0. "Why are faculty dissatisfied with their role on committees?"
A. "One puts a lot of hard work in, to see one's hard wo rk ignored, and
decisions^made contrary to one's recommendations is a little disappointing."
Example: After considerable effort, the search committee recommended
at least one or two prime candidates for the post of Vice-President of
Academic Affairs. However, without consulting the committee, the president
filled the position, with a candidate who had never been included in the
search, Andrew Ford."

Bradford quotes on governance continued:
Q. "How do you respond to administrative chairing of the monthly faculty
meetings?"
A. "It was a change that was made arbitrarily and without notice. Up
until this year the faculty have elected their own chairman. We felt
that we should elect our own person to run our own meetings, and we did
last May. Jerry Hause was elected by faculty as a whole to act as chairman.
We returned this fall, to find that Andrew Ford had assumed this role,
which put Jerry into a difficult position and he resigned. Now, there seems
to be matters of little substance being discussed at faculty meetings."
Q. "How exactly has the attitude of the faculty changed in response to the
Hall administration?"
A. "The basic change I think is one, a shift in what has been discussed in
many articles as "collegiality", an unwritten but quite recognized
form of a free discussion system, whereby everyone listens to everyone
else, and one felt that his voice was worth raising on certain issues; where
access to the decision makers was perhaps on a personal basis, but quite
readily recognized. Too, I think a point now where the structure in a
corporate sense is quite rigid and that things move from one level to
another to another. That's been the biggest change that has caused the
presence of the faculty association. It is a formal legal means, whereby we
must be listened to."
Comment: "I can only say that I see more and more the administrative
positions being filled, by this relatively new animal called the academic
administrator. This is really a result of the 1-960's because until then, the
universities were essentially governed by their own communities. Some
universities still exist this way, Brown University for example, where the
faculty are still a very powerful group. In fact, if you look back on it,
that s the sort of atmosphere in which Lee Hall was selected and welcomed
to this institution. She was welcomed in a rather marvelous ceremony, on
the basis of the fact that she was an artist and an educator, and I think

the community felt that that was the sort of person we would like to have
as president, r a t h e r t h a n s om e o n e fr o m t h e H ar v a r d Business School. zc
turned out that we were wrong. It turned out that some rather outmoded
corporate business practices are indeed being applied. Good businesses are
run much more on the understanding, sympathetic community aspect. That's
where you get productivity.
"I'd like to comment on the continuous descriptions of anarchy that
reigned before she arrived. Well I don't believe that to be true; a sense
of spirit and a sense of direction. Certainly there was controversy, but
»&ain I'd say that I'd rather be disorganized in this way, if I maintained
the spirit of democracy. I would much rather live in the stumbling U.S.,
than I would under.the Shah of Iran."
Bruce Helander
Comment: "This college has been operating for a hundred years by an
advisory/decision making process through the normal committee channels."
Q. "Which of the facultys complaints if any do you sympathize with?
A. "I really don't know what their complaints are."

Andrew Ford:
Q. What information does the faculty now have access to ?
A. "I must stress a difference between the union and...the facult y.
Speaking of the faculty at large, I dont know what information they are
being kept from, if any. The budget information is available. In response
to faculty members approaching me on their own, I've shown every scrap
of information I've got. I cant think of a request for data, since I've
been here, which I've refused."
"Requests from faculty acting on their own, you understand, are
distinct from requests from the Union. The information the Union asks for
is part of the negotiating process, and in that case our books are closed."
Q. Have individual members of the negotiating team sought out data
denied to the Union?
A. "Yes."

Faculty Responsibility

Outside Professional Activity

Upon inspection of the excerpts below, it appears that the two proposals
differ specifically not only in the type and extent of regulation, but also
in general intent. Moreover there are sharply competing philosophies in
regard to the present state of federal regulations and their future inter
pretations. The RISD faculty presently works a three-day work week, with
advising and committee work sometimes extending into a fourth day. Though
the administration and faculty agree on the number of semester hours 9 for Liberal Arts/ 15 for Studio Credits - it appears that the administration
would like to restrict the faculty from "extraneous" outside professional
activity and re-cycle this time and effort into a more responsible and
responsive committee and adivising structure. Thus the disagreement hinges
upon a definition of the committment to th e institution. The administration
would like to extend that committment to a four-day program, an addition of
an extra day perhaps not in reality of extant time committments of certain
faculty, but one nevertheless of policy. Coupled with the stipulation is the
instance of the administration upon non-acceptance/initiation of any position
of major responsibility in an outside organization that would, in their view,
tend to create time conflicts. The faculty regards this regulation as a
destructive element in their "free" time. Below is a listing of the exact
materials in question.
Faculty Contract/Responsibilities of Full-Time Faculty
Article V, Section A
(1) Members of the bargaining unit will be -expected to s erve a
maximum of fifteen (15) hours per semester for studio courses and nine (9)
hours for seminar or lecture courses. In addition, faculty may be required
to tea ch a maximum of one course during the Winter session.
Article V, Section B
C1 >
M c ? nd a y
to

l .lhrariann w o r k w ee k
Hhnll
coosiet
of
tkirty-flve
C35")
hourB,
Friday.
TU e work d ay
Bhall not
co mm en ce b e f o r e 8 ;3 0 a .m . o r

extend beyond 5:30 p.m.

Librarians will be allowed a sum of two (2) hours

per week, to pursue other responsibilities, (e.g. p r o f e s s i o n a l r e a d i n g )

(8) Librarians will be given faculty status and all the rights afforded
faculty by this contract will acrue to librarians in the bargaining unit.

Article V, Section C
(1) Full-time faculty members shall be available to students a maximum
of two hours per week during the normal school day.
(2) Full—time faculty members shall be responsible for- advising a maximum
of 10 student per semester.
(5) Full-time faculty shall participate in the committees on which they
desire to serve.
(7) It is expected that all full-time faculty will be actively engaged
outside of their teaching commitment for the advancement of their own
academic and professional careers. It should be understood, however, that
such activities must not represent conflicts of interest nor interfere with
teaching and other duties. It is expected that faculty will keep their
Department/Program Heads informed of these activities which will form part
of the evaluation process.
Administration Contract/Responsibilities of Full-Time Faculty
Article IV, Section A
A faculty member on a full time regular appointment has a primary
obligation to the College. The full time faculty member has the responsibility
to devote his or her full time effort to teaching, advising students,
committee assignments and other duties related to the Department, Division
and College. Outside professional activities, whether gainful or not, must
not be allowed to interfere with this responsibility.
Article IV, Section B
A faculty member on full time appointment shall not devote more than an
average of one day of a 5-day work week to outside professional activity
during the academic year, vacation periods excepted.

Article IV, Section F
A full time member must not accept a regular and contributing position
with enterprise. A full time faculty member must not become a regular or
continuing employee of an outside organization, either part time or full
time, without clearance from Dean and Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Under no circumstances shall he or she accept any outside position that would
tend to create conflicts of interest with his or her position in the College.
Article IV, Section G
A full time faculty member shall not teach part time or full time on
a continuing basis in another institution or hold a regular teaching post
or assignment on a continuing basis on the faculty of another institution.
Acceptance by a faculty member of a temporary teaching appointment to give
a course in another institution is subject to the approval by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Article IV, Section H
A faculty member shall keep the Division Chairperson informed of his or
her outside professional activities and must consult with the Dean when
considering the undertaking of significant new outside professional
activities.
Quotes:

Faculty Responsibility/Outside Professional Activities

Lee HallvWe asked Dr. Hall to explain the limitations on outside professional
activity. She responded with the example of a RISD professor moonlighting
at a state university. She stated that it was unfair for RISD's highly-paid
faculty to offer their talent at a lower cost outside of RISD. She insisted
that RISD professors be ultimately responsible to RISD students. "Thats
all thats about" she concluded. She stresses that the restriction was not
unnecessarily inflexible. "If someone is commissioned to design the east
wing of the museum, I'll say sure, give him a '.leave of ab sence for a year."
hall said that Yale, Stanford, Pratt, MIT, and Harvard professors have to
answer to the same policy.
"Teaching is not limited to class time," Dr. Hall said, "Faculty
must make an extra commitment to provide students with office hours,
counseling and other services."
"To put it bluntly, and perhaps crassly, it's very much to my advantage
as president of the-college to buy the best faculty I can get."
Jungles:

Comment:

"The question of how days are scheduled was brought up by the admini
stration before unionization took place. The point of view of the faculty
always has been that we're responsible for what's defined in our contract.
What we do with any other of our time is no ones business but our own.
The administration's proposal, if enforced to the letter, would mean
that a painter would have to get permission to paint in his studio at night."
Q. Lee Hall gave the example of teaching at another institution.
A. "It has nothing to do with teaching. We were willing to distinguish
in the contract between outside professional activities and outside •.
teaching. We were willing to say that we'd have to get permission to teach
at another institution. I personally don't thin k even teaching at another
school should be considered a violation, because the administration is
being hypocritical in its application. They think nothing of using parttime teachers, many of whom teach at other schools."
"If it is unfair for a teacher to offer his "product" at another
institution, isnt it unethical for an institution to try and steal that
product from another school, by getting teachers to work part-time here?"
Q. Don't some of the professors in the architecture department have
their,, own firms?
A. "Of course they do. So do faculty members at every major school in
the world. The thing that makes a school great and attracts students is
when the faculty start receiving recognition for t"heir profe ssional status.
It goes against everything this school has always claimed- that itte a
professional school, taught by professionals, to restrict Outside Pro
fessional Activities."

Comment:
"At this point the tenure question comes in. Because if they
want us to work four or five days a week, we then no longer can
pursue our outside proffessional activities. That robs us of an
alternative career. If I put in fifteen years here, I have lost my
professional standing as a cameraman or a director in the film world."
Derek Bradford:

Q. How do faculty feel restricted by current rules on outside
professional acitvity?
A. It's vitally important that the teachers at RISEhbe positively encouraged
to pursue outside professional activities. Yale, for instance, has no
restrictions on its faculty this way. In fact, in many instances, we're in
a catch-22 situation. Faculty are told o n the one hand that outside work
must be practiced no more than one day a week. On the other hand, as the
process for reappointment comes out, one of the first questions asked is,
"what have you been doing outside, show me the work you've been doing,
because based on that work I'm going to make a recommendation whether we're going to rehire you or not. I want my job to be-well defined
in a contract. Right now it's open ended in favor of the administration.
If I do that job well, what I do outside is of really no concern, so long
as it does not compromise my RISD position.

H iring- Promotion- Dismissal
The positions of these issues as they stand now, and which the adminis
tration support, are as follows:
Faculty influence on job promotion or dismissal is limited to advisory.
There is no faculty committee for hiring new faculty, as such. The Depart-,
ment Head, upon need, will organize a search committee made up of faculty
from with±n that department, and this group will, review and interview
prospective teachers. Their recommendations will move from the Department

Head to Andrew Ford to Lee Hall and the executive committee of the Board of
Trustees, for final decision.

Reasonable job security is provided by

issuing faculty contracts for varying lengths of time. Such faculty
contracts may be broken by the faculty only for just cause, i.e. by what
will stand up in court.
The faculty outlines their position's on these issues in the proposed
faculty contract, which suggests the formation of a Committee on Faculty
Appointment, consisting of seven faculty members drawn from the bargaining
unit. The purpose of the CFA would be to review any action taken by Depart
ment Heads and/or Division Chairmen, as they relate to recommendations for
hiring, promotion,-dismissal, and sabbatical leave. The CFA's recommendation
would move to the President and the Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees, "If the President's decision is different from*the recommendation
of the CFA, the President shall give reasons in writing to the individual
faculty member involv-ed and the members of the CFA. The President, in
writing a different opinion, shall refer only to evidence which has been
presented to the CFA during deliberation. The President shall not introduce
any new evidence which the Committee has not seen. The President may deny
the CFA recommendation for good and just cause. A candidate who feels he has
received unfair decision has the right to take the matter of grievance.
Quotes:

Lee Hall

Q. "Does RISD have a system of awarding tenure?"
A. "We don't have tenure - we do, but in a funny way. Tenure has traditionally
been granted on an informal recommendation, largely on the basis of how long
someone had been here. A recommendation was forwarded to the Board of
Trustees and O.K.'ed." After describing the financial commitment that
tenure entails, Dr. Hall explained that in order not to overextend its
resources, RISD now offers senior faculty five years contracts instead of
tenure.
Q. "Please comment on the proposed committee on Faculty Appointment and its
proceedings."
A. "What that means is that everytime someone walks on the wrong side of the
street, I'm going to have to write a reprimand, because I have to build
my case for just cause." Under the present situation, "people don't
reprimand each other very much. What's showing just cause would mean is
essentially taking someone to court and ruining his chance of further
employment. I don't want to have to go to that. There may be a case where
someone is just unsuited to teaching here ... he's unruly and dissatisfied ...

Quotes

Lee Hall continued

perhaps he'd be better off somewhere else, and doesn't realize it. Without
ruining his reputation I'll help him
realize it... fast, by privately
recommending his resignation. Then,
and only if necessary, by taking
him to court. And then I will ruin
his reputation. But I wouldn't want
to be committed to such a pro
cedure in all cases.

Comment:
Andrew Ford:
When we developed our contract proposal, due process was not
mentioned. The Union, however, defines it auite clearly. We are now
aware that definitions for procedures governing reappointment, dismissal,
etc., must be considered, although the opportunity for consideration
and for throwing out proposals has been held off by the stalled negotiatiorvs.

Q. Ts there a freeze on ViirrXng f ull-time faculty?

A. I have seen nothing in writing that says that the re has been such
a freeze. I get mixed reports on whether or not there ever really was one,
if there was, it is no longer.
Derek Bradford:
In speaking to Derek Bradford, tenure and just cause were again
brought up. He replied, "We're not asking for tenure, we're asking for just
cause. I would assume that just cause is indeed just cause. If someone
shouldn't be working here for such a just cause, he.shouldn't work elsewhere.
The fact is that they (administrators) do not wish to substantiate the
decisions ^ they make. We're not contradicting that they have final say on an
issue, we're saying that when they make decisions they must give valid reasons
Leroy White:
"The administration has earned money by reducing FTE (full.time
faculty equivalent) and by enlarging the student body. A tuition in
crease shouldn't have been necessary on top of that. Earnings should
have balanced out. No one knows where your tuition increase is going"
Right now, if you look, you'll find a faculty member who is
serving under a part-time contract but on a full-time schedule. This
condition has persisted through first semester, Wintersession, and
will continue into second semester."
John Stevens:
Q. "Has there been an increase in part-time faculty, or a decrease in
full-time faculty?"
A. The figures aren't in for this year. In some cases, teachers will not
be here second semester, and that effects the totals - we have not arrived at
an overall count."
Q.("Can you estimate the ratio between part-time and full-time faculty?"
A."No. I could get the figures for you in several weeks."
Q."Can you validate the alleged reduction in full-time faculty?"
A. From last year to this year, there has been a reduction in full-time
faculty. Some of the people who left are being replaced. The institution is
in the process of hiring more faculty now.

Academic Freedom
Oxford Dictionary —"Academic Freedom- n. 1: freedom (as of a professor)
to teach according to personal convictions about what is or appears to be
the truth without fear of hinderance, loss of position,or other reprisal.
2: freedom (as of a student) to learn and inquire fully in any field of
investigation without fear of hinderance, dismissal, or other reprisal."
ADMINISTRATION CONTRACT/ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Art. Ill, Sec. B.
The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom and the studio
in discussion of his subject, but he should be careful not to introduce
into his teaching controversial matter which has no relation to the
subject. At Rhode Island School of Design, there are no limitations of
academic freedom because of religious or other aims of the institution.
Art. Ill, Sec. C.
When (a college teacher) speaks or writes as a citizen, he or she
should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but his
special position in the community imposes special obligations. As a person
of learning and as a member of an institution of higher learning, he
should remember that the public may judge his profession and his insti
tution by his utterances. Hence he should at all times be accurate,
should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinion
of others, and should make every effort to indicate that he is not an
institutional spokesman.
FACULTY CONTRACT/ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Art. XII, Sec. A.

1- As a member of a learned profession, faculty shall have, as a funufnT^na00^"?0? °f emPlo^ent'
academic freedom in selecting and
lizing materials he or she judges appropriate to teaching. The faculty

member shall have complete freedom in discussing his or her subject.
2. Evaluation of faculty shall be based solely on teaching effectiveness
and professional competence and service to community and college.
3. Faculty shall be entitled to full freedom in research or creative
enterprise, with the right to publish or exhibit the results thereof,
so long as these activities do not interfere with his or her contractual
responsibilities to the School.
4. The administration shall respect the faculty's right to research and
creative expression. It shall recognize and support that right, whether
it approves or disapproves the content of the expression, in all cases
which do not violate civil law.
5. In all established bodies of the School, faculty is entitled to free
discussion and constrictive dissent without reprisal.

QUOTES ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM
Lee Hall:
"What we wish to do is make it clear to each faculty member that the
position of teacher does not give him a forum, and a captive audience for
anything he wishes to talk about. This does not mean that anything
controversial or political should not be discussed. Art is often a
political statement and is often controversial, and to understand a
work of art one must understand the political and controversial meaning.
But this is wholly different from providing a professor with a license to
lecture on the benefits of the Shah's government in Iran, for example,
while teaching a class on basic two dimensional design."
Bob Jungles:
"No faculty member is interested in lecturing about something that
has nothing to do with the course, but faculty certainly have the respon
sibility and the right to draw attention to the ethical and the social
import of the material being covered. Artists live in society and must
make moral judgements about who they work for and what work they're
willing to do."

Bob Jungles cont.

Q. In your memory, has a case ever occured at RISDwhich would have engaged
the academic freedom regulation as stated in the management proposal?
A. "If you mean has a faculty member been fired for abuse of his position,
I dont know of any, You have to remember that in the past there was a
feeling of common purpose in terms of values and ideals between faculty,
students, and administrators. That is certainly not the case anymore.
If you lose your administrators who feel that academic freedom is impor
tant, and someone comes in who would cut down on academic freedom, you
have to have it protected by a contract or you're defenseless."
Bruce Helander:
"I dont think for one minute that their (the faculty's) academic
freedom is being threatened, I find that ridiculous."

Salaries- Benefits
The faculty's proposal calls for a significant increase in both
salaries and benefits, while the administration outlines a wage condition
which is essentially no different than the current situation.
Faculty Contract
Appendix A., S ec. B
AH members of the bargaining unit shall receive a one—step inc>r«„»e

each year... until he/she has attained the maximum of his/her rank.

Appendix A, Sec. E
For the year July 1, 1978 to June 30, 1979 the salary range for each
rank shall be as follows:
Professor

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

1.

22000

18000

1A000

2.

23000

19000

15000

3.

2A000

20000

16000

A.

25000

21000

17000

5.

26000

22000

18000

6. . 270
00

23000

19000

7.

2A000

20000

28000

Instructor
13000

Faculty benefits outlined in Art. IV include the following:
1.
2.
3.
A.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Blue Cross - Blue Shield
Major Medical Insurance
Dental insurance
All of the above to continue into retirement
Life insurance
Disability insurance
Tuition for dependents
Professional travel - $200 per faculty member per year
Tuition for graduate study up to three courses per year for
professional development.
10.The present provision for faculty retirement.

Administration Contract

Art. V, Sec. A.
Current salaries shall remain in effect for the period ending June 30,
1979.
Sec. B.
(A proposal will be submitted for wages to be in effect for the period
July 1, 1979 through June 30, 1980)
Art. VI, Sec. A.
The Employer-ahall make contributions to the TIAA retirement program
for faculty member* in accordance with current policy and procedure.
Sec. b.
The Employer shall provide life Insurance for faculty members in
accordance with current policy and procedure'.
•

•

Quotes
John Stevens:
.Q. What fringe benefits + salary change does the Administration include
in its contract proposal?
A. "Management has offered salary levels which continue those in operation
this year. This year's salary represents a 7X increase over last year's.
We have offered a continuation of the same fringe benefits faculty have
enjoyed over the past several years. Our proposal would maintain current
overall spending.
We analyzed the Union proposal putting it into hypothetical practice,
including the requested ten percent cost of living increase and a one-step
increase which the Union has specified for all faculty members. The pack
age,value of the increase would be, for 78-79, $ 23,855, or a 30Z increase.
The cost of their fringe benefits would be an Increase of approximately
150Z."

Haja Bardot:

•

>

.Comment:
f < "Our basic concern about salary is that it be equalized, made more
tair. Right now some faculty members are recieving extremely inadequate
and unfair compensation. We're looking for greater equality."
Tou have to consider that we pay our own Blue Cross, and that
means about 80 dollars a month out of the paycheck. We are one of very
.few schools where Blue Cross isnt paid."
Derek Bradford:
Q. John Stevens tells me you've recieved a IX increase in salary this
year.
A. "5.5 or 5.6 percent,.but not seven. No one has recieved a 7Z increase
that I'm aware of. Its a question of how information is interpreted. We
were also told the increase was IX but never has the origin of that fig
ure been specified. It may include increases granted to those appointed
deans, the increase which accompanied the promotion. We don't know."

Strflo* Scenario

The possibility of a strike has been a topic for student discussion
since the first rumours began circulating, with the escalation to federal
mediation in early November. Naturally, a major question we asked of
faculty and administration' alike concerned the strike and its possibili
ty of occuring soon. There was a general reluctance on the part of the
administration to answer our questions dealing with the strike, but when
pressed, Lee Hall stated firmly that the striking teachers would be re
placed by applicants who already are on file, that classes would resume,
and that any students participating in a strike would, after missing
three consecutive classes, fail the course.

I

The administrative contract contains a strike clause, which clearly
delineates the administration's standpoint. The employee may not call,
cause, assist, encourage, participate in, condone, ratify or sanction"
in any "strike, sit-down, slowdown, picketing, boycott or stoppage of
work", direct or indirect. In the event of a strike or any other inter
ference, "the Employer (administration) shall have the right to discipline
or discharge, with loss of all rights and benefits, any or all employees
who incite, induce or participate in a violation of any of the provisions
of this Article".
Derek Bradford, as faculty spokesman, stressed the use of a strike
or job action as a last resort. He said it would be given as a recommend
ation to the faculty association, and they would vote then, for or
against it. In the debate held at the January 16th Student Board meeting,
Bradford added thaf, in the event of a strike, he would hope that the
picket lines be respected by all.

QUOTES CONCERNING THE STRIKE SCENARIO
Lee Hall:
Q. How will you respond to a possible strike?
A. As president, I have pledged to provide educational services, to this
end classes will be provided despite any eventuality.
Q. What action will be taken towards striking faculty?
A. "It should be clear that faculty have signed a contract, and if it
is broken, they will be replaced."
Q. Do you have enough applicants available to fill the positions that
could open?
A. "There will be no problem". In a serious tone Dr. Hall assured us that
classes would resume within a few days of the initiation of job action.
Q. How would you react to a student boycott?
A. "I think its a bad thing,I hope it won't come to th at." Joan Potota,
who was present pointed out that "the policy on unexcused absences is in
the handbook. It will be enforced." When asked what that meant, Dr. Hall
replied
if students have more than three unexcused absences from class
ln a semester they fail the course."

Derek Bradford:
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through all that stuff and get down to the real issues. And the real issues
are heading toward a strike, if they head that way, then is the time to
jumpin, I think, with both feet, as a concerned student, and say where am
I in all this? Until then my advice would be, as a friend, if you like,
to throw yourself into your work."
Bob Jungles:
Q. How do you feel about the attitude that students should "throw them
selves into their work and wait for this storm to blow over"?
A. " A free society is a product of eternal vigilance on the part of its
citizens, and that holds as true for a school as for a larger society.
I think students should be as informed and as active about this as they
deem appropriate."
Q. Can you comment on the potential for a strike?
A. " I ould
w
say that since we haven't had any negotiation since November
and since we have called the Administration negotiator at least ten times
asking for negotiations, its very difficult to see this as anything except
a stall on the administration's part. Our feeling is getting to be that
they are free to do anything they want so long as we dont strike. We feel
that probably whether we want to or not, they're going to force us into
a strike."
Q. Could you comment on the situation that might occur with new faculty
taking over classes in the event of a strike?
A. "Let me ask you this: if its some time into a semester, so that some
work is done, and you are presented with a strange teacher who has not
taught you up to that point, do you think you are getting the education
your money is paying for? Under a situation like that, dont you think
you have the right to demand that you have continuity in your education,
to demand some standard of quality in the substitute teachers to see if
they're worth the kind of money you're paying?"
Q. Do you see, given the state of antagonism between the parties, a time
in the future when the school can return to a healthy relationship between
administration and faculty? When do you think that time is again possible?
A. "I think its possible. If a fair and j^st contract can be negotiated
while avoiding a strike...the faculty's good will is there, and we're
willing and eager to work with anyone who has the best interests of the
. or couxrse there are ±11 feelings now, but I dont think

anything irreversible has taken place. We're willing to negotiate every
day until a contract is signed. If in the next few weeks, serious nego
tiation took place on a major Issue, and some resolution was shown, the
faculty would certainly consider that an evidence of good will and would
put off striking."
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But when an investment concern
speaks, it displays its allegiance.
Everyone got a feeling that Lee
Hall was being too autocratic,
^
too inflexible. "Corporate Policy
was the term enlisted. Suddenly the
faculty realized they were governed
by an unfamiliar animal, an^academ
ic administrator. They found they
had no powers left over from the
old order, which had functioned
not on a balance of power, but on mutual respect. They adopted methods
in which they lacked skill and con
viction, namely organization and
bargaining.
While despairing helplessness might
have characterized the faculty s
mood a year ago, unionization has
given their indignance collective
punch.
''No college faculty seeks unioniz
ation; they must be driven to it.'

Figur. J 9 - 6 Donflnanc. r.latian.hip. in o flock of Wh.te Leghorn hens.
The hen on .he left in her flr.t

con.oc. has submitted .0 the hen on .he r.ght; as .he

tums avray, .he donrinon. hen pulls a fea.her from her bock.
lowest hen in the flock is pecked by the .op hen of the flock.

(Iouter center] The

Whrle

^

away from .he food dish, .hree other hens in.ermed.o.e ,n the P « k ° , d e ' ' u i ^
. a .he food. These three form a triangle among themselves that runs counter-

That artists should have to adopt

c\ocW*se \n \W*s picture.

weapons other than those they pro

The information in this issue rep
resents a considerable research
effort on the part of a few students
Hopefully our presentation is clear
and approaches a comprehensive pic
ture of RISD's current dilemma.
However, the coherence is entirely
our addition. It was necessary to
contribute an order to the informa
tion which the conflict itself does
not exhibit. But its important to
remember that the language in which
a conflict is framed can obscure the
real stakes. During the week of re
search, I discovered underlying
issues which I will attempt to re
port here.
FOOD SHORTAGE

The faculty and administration are
polarized into warring camps. There
is not a spirit of constructive co
operation but a lot of bitterness
which we were warned to keep off the
record. RISD's basic structure is
changing; the animosity has deep
roots.
I gather that in the past, RISD
enjoyed a loose organization which
suited it just fine. The school was
wealthy and planning wasn't as nec
essary to maintain stability.
Senior Faculty often became admin
istrators, so the faculty weren't
so distinct a group. Few rules were
written down. RISD was a prestig
ious but undemanding place for a
teacher and for an artist it pro
vided the desired free time. Mob
sters can be invisible in Provi
dence and artists can live easy at
RISD.
Larger economic realities, however,
changed the picture. As Lee Hall
put it, "The world changed under
neath us". Trustees felt their
investment threatened. Itcan imag
ine the board's Presidential search
committee in '74 looking for a
candidate who would stop money from
slipping through untrained fingers.
Lee Hall has indeed pursued finan
cial stability. As Andy Ford puts
it, "she's added three million
. "
dollars to the endowment, and that's
something you can't laugh at".
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The atmosphere of antagonism is so
tangible that threats of a faculty
strike seem more than tough talk.
The Union has pointed out that
strike is its only real weapon, now
that the institution is in an open
state of conflict.

fessionally employ is a revealing

feature of the situation. Artists

often define and "pursue what is
meaningful on their own terms, and
find themselves powerless against
the opaque definitions which mask a
committment to power. I felt the
same way dealing with members of
the administration. I wondered if
my art activity had any meaning
against what I was hearing between
the lines.
Andy Ford, at the conclusion of
one of our interviews, asked me
if the reporting business was
taking time away from my work.
He advocated "throwing yourself into
your work, getting involved with your
teachers, until this storm blows over".
^Similarly, Lee Hall treated the con
flict as an interruption in 'higher'
pursuits. In these statements, the
practice of art is implied to be ex
ternal to societal (reati = institution
al) processes_of self-definition.
Is political struggle external to de
sign education, and, by implication,
to art?
To identify the forces that shape the
school's (society's) fortune and health
as outside of the influence of art
is to admit one of two things: that
art is ineffectual in the exercise of
"real" decision making (i.e. political
and financial) and meaningless compared
to the forces that exercise control
(capital). Or, that art + design pro
vide lessons essential to t he health

\

of a society, and that these are being
ignored, that hierarchal and devisive
values are being preserved instead.
The lesson, I suppose, is that the op
erating systems of finance and power
and the symbolic values in which they
are founded are outside the concerns' of
the artist. If this limitation on art
can be swallowed at RISD, I'd say the
school deserves whatever else it's fed.

' Ugly prejudice and the larger politi
cal world have penetrated the artists'
enclave. The artist may either respond
as to a new material with its own range
of opportunities (a stance which may
require independence from the institu
tion) or further insulate himself in
antiquated illusion.
I feel sorry for the faculty who have
had the carpet pulled out from under
neath them. But the terms are at least
now clear, and, as the President and
Andy Ford have pointed out, the terms
are not the terms of art.

Awards banquets and other trans
parent P.R. gestures had better be
held elswhere, because they do little
to disguise the state of affairs from
those who experience it firsthand.
RISD can no longer serve as a hiding
place from the contamination that
faces the artists' claim to freedom.
Ideal landscapes crumble, and real
education settles out. An intensive
experience of the crises provides
lessons which, though pessimistic,
should not be ignored.
President Hall's administration could
be interpreted as a catalyst which
has ended RISD's isolation from larg
er political and social realities.
Conflict erupts where established
structures are questioned. The open
ing of conflict at RISD is not an
invasion of forces foseign to art
education. Rather, systems reaching
beyond the campus, systems which will
attempt to control our future lives,

as well, are exposed.' An education is
provided which, despite RISD's "special
mission", is meaningful beyond the school
The question remains, how do we deal
with the institution we're all stuck
with? This newspaper could recommend
concessions which the negotiating teams
might make. However, I am more concern
ed that students educate themselves in
the workings of political systems so
they will be equipped for conflicts
and responsible in their work. They
should follow the arguments and listen
for structures and symbols under fire. '
The language can be compared back to th e
terms of design. If they find no cor
relation, they will realize the degree
to which they have fallen by the def
initions provided by the school. If
they find parallels, however, the lesson
becomes too obvious, the education too
tangible, and the institution unneces
sary.

David K. Miller
Director at Large

worker

drone

Figure 29—4 The work of the honeybee hive
is di vided among three castes: the queen, the
drone, and the worker.

A certain definition of socie
ty is being propagated at "RISD
which, when threatened, displays
its underlying form. As the cor
porate mentality feels tremors,
it reacts by mechanizing its oper
ation. A community becomes a system,
and empty buildings can be given the
signs of a healthy organism. The
administration has promised that
striking faculty will be replaced
with new faculty within a few days.
This suggests that the school no
longer runs on people but is a selfperpetuating machine. The imagina
tion can extend some details of this
corporate heaven. Of course reality
may provide them soon enough.

Figure 27—13 An earthworm in a T-maze.

Figure 10—7 This

series

of

photographs

shows the sequence of mitosis in an embryo
dark moist c hamber

of the whitefish.
Courtesy General Biological Supply House, Inc.
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• DOWN CO ATS

• POLARGUARD COATS

• SHIRTS AN D SWEATERS
110 Waterman Street, Providence. R.I. 274-6770
753 Oaklawn Avenue. Cranston, R.I.
943-2271
415 Kingstown Road. Wakefield. R.I.
783-8519
Groton Shoppers Mart, Groton, Conn. 445-8843

PANACHE
cocktails, lunch, and t hen some
serving quiche, casserole, salad and dessert specials

Three Legged Horse every Sunday
Harlequin on Saturday
Cheryl Wheeler every Wednesday
FREE PARKING FOR O UR CUSTOMERS ON C ANAL STREET
11:30 a.m.—1:00 a.m.

mon.— fri v

6:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. sat.-sun.

College House Pharmacy
268 Thayer St.
274-0033
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Winter Warmup
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Welcome lo
t w i n 1 1 >11111

125 north main street, providence,
rhode island 02906 401 831 2660

OYST6R TAR -'RESTAURANT

fresh seafood daily
fine wine-firits
mon-fri: ir-p - 3 lunch mon - thurs.* 6-10 dinner
jri.&sat- 6-n dinner
closed Sundays
99 tNyrtb YMain Street, Trovidenct^
(pi) 272-614,J

